SMART IS THE #1 GLOBAL MARKETPLACE FOR:

- Used clothing
- Napers
- Recycled fibers

$3.4 BILLION in total revenue & purchases

SMART MEMBERS RECYCLE

25% of America’s post-consumer textile waste

SMART MEMBERS TRADE TOGETHER

$724 million in sales & purchases

SMART COLLECTS HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF SALVAGE ANNUALLY FROM:

- Charities
- Cities
- Apparel industry
- Consumers

This reduces greenhouse gases equivalent to removing 1 million cars from America’s highways

SMART MEMBERS KEEP APPROXIMATELY 1 BILLION LBS. FROM LANDFILLS EACH YEAR (930 million lbs. to be exact)

Nearly 20% of members’ sales and more than 25% of members’ purchases are between SMART members

SMART MEMBERS EMPLOY APPROXIMATELY 20,000 PEOPLE WORLDWIDE

All numbers are estimates and extrapolated from SMART’s 2017 survey of members.

GET ACCESS TO WHERE THE BUSINESS OF RAGS GETS DONE! WWW.SMARTASN.ORG

Since 1932
SECONDARY MATERIALS* AND RECYCLED TEXTILES
The Association of Wiping Materials, Used Clothing and Fiber Industries